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Category Specific Rules 

 

Section 7 Family Specification 

PART A - GENERAL REMUNERATION 

 

Introduction 

 

7.1 This part of the Specification sets out the rules in relation to cases undertaken in the 

Family Category of Law.    

 

 In addition, you should also note that any applications for an Exceptional Case in the 

Family Category can only be made by Providers with Schedule authorisation in that 

Category unless the case satisfies the effective administration of justice test as set out in 

the Procedure Regulations.  Payment for any Exceptional Case work will also be made in 

accordance with the provisions of this Specification and the Remuneration Regulations.  

There are no Delegated Functions to make a determination in relation to an Exceptional 

Case, save for a means test aspect of a Legal Help case. 

 

Forms of Civil Legal Services  

 

7.2 The following tables set out the Forms of Civil Legal Services available in the Family 

Category for Public and Private Law Work, how they are provided and how they 

correspond to the fee levels established for the purpose of the family fee schemes: 

 

Public Law 

 

 

Fee level 
Forms of Civil  

Legal Services  

 

Provided as 

 

 

1 

 

Legal Help 

 

Controlled Work 

 

2 

 

Family Help (Lower) 

 

Controlled Work 

 

3 

 

Legal Representation 

 

Licensed Work 

 

 

Private Law 

 

 

Fee level 
Forms of Civil  

Legal Services  

 

Provided as 

 

 

1 

 

Legal Help 

 

Controlled Work 

2 Family Help (Lower) Controlled Work 

 

3 

 

Help with Family Mediation 
Controlled Work 
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4 

 

Family Help (Higher) 

 

Licensed Work 

 

5 

 

Legal Representation 

 

Licensed Work 

 

A determination as to whether a Client qualifies for a Form of Civil Legal Services is 

subject to the provisions of the Merits Regulations, the Procedure Regulations and the 

Contract Guide.   

 

Remuneration for Family work 

 

7.3 The following table shows the remuneration regime for all Forms of Civil Legal Services 

and categories of case within the Family Category, subject to the further detailed 

provisions of this section 7. The headings “Public Law” and “Private Law” relate to 

services other than Family Advocacy.  

  

 Legal Help 
Family Help 

(Lower) 
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s31 Care 

Proceedings  
SF 3 SF 3 N/A N/A N/A N/A SF 2 

Other Public 

Law 
SF 3 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A HR N/A 

 

Divorce 

Only cases 
SF 3 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Child 

Abduction 

Proceedings 

SF 3 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A HR N/A 

Domestic 

Abuse 

Proceedings 

SF 3 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A SF 3 

Private Law 

Children 
SF N/A SF 3 SF N/A SF 3 SF 3 

Private Law 

Finance 
SF N/A SF 3 SF N/A SF 3 SF 3 
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Inheritance 

Act and 

specified 

proceedings 

SF N/A SF 3 SF N/A HR N/A HR N/A 

 

Public Law 

Advocacy 
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A GF N/A 

Private Law 

Advocacy 
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A GF N/A GF N/A 

 

7.4 The “Payment by” columns in Paragraph 7.3 show how payment is determined using the 

following codes: 

 

• GF = Graduated Fees, i.e. a range of Standard Fees are available for this service, 

and more than one Standard Fee may be claimed for one Form of Civil Legal 

Services. 

 

• SF = payment is by way of Standard Fee, entitlement being determined by this 

Specification.  For work normally covered by a Standard Fee, certain proceedings 

and services, as detailed in this Specification, fall outside the Standard Fee 

scheme and are payable by Hourly Rates. 

 

• HR = Hourly Rates. 

 

• N/A = Not Available or Not Applicable. 

 

7.5 The “Escape” columns in Paragraph 7.3 show whether a case can escape from the 

Standard Fee and be paid by way of Hourly Rates. References to “3” mean that if 

remuneration, calculated on an Hourly Rates basis, would be at least three times the 

amount payable by way of a Standard Fee, payment will be made solely by way of 

Hourly Rates.  This does not apply to the Graduated Fee Scheme for Family Advocacy 

where it is not possible to escape from the Standard Fee but additional payments may be 

due in certain cases as set out in Part D of this section 7. 

 

7.6 The Standard Fees and Hourly Rates payable for Family work are set out in the 

Remuneration Regulations. All fees payable are exclusive of VAT and disbursements. 

 

Regional fees  

 

7.7 Whilst some fees are of national application, certain Standard Fees vary according to 

region. All regional fees are set out in the Remuneration Regulations. Where a regional 

fee applies, you must claim the regional fee for the work of the fee-earner whose Office 

is situated in the applicable Region.   

 

7.8 Regional fees are determined as follows: 

 

Regional Fee Regional Office 

North North Western Region (Manchester) 
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North Eastern Region (Newcastle) 

Yorkshire & Humberside Region (Leeds) 

Merseyside Region (Liverpool) 

Midlands 

West Midlands Region (Birmingham) 

East Midlands Region (Nottingham) 

Eastern Region (Cambridge) 

London London Region (London) 

South 

South Eastern Region (Reading) 

South Western Region (Bristol) 

Wales Wales Region (Cardiff) 

 

Level of court 

 

7.9 If a case transfers between different tiers of the judiciary and work within the scope of a 

single Standard Fee is carried out at more than one tier, the fee claimed should be that 

specified for the tier at which the case concluded at first instance. Otherwise fees must 

be claimed according to the level of the judiciary at which the relevant services were 

provided. 

 

Cases involving more than one fee 

 

7.10 Where more than one Form of Civil Legal Services is legitimately provided for a Client, 

remuneration may be claimed separately for each Form of Civil Legal Services.  

Therefore, if a Client receives Legal Help followed by Family Help (Lower), the Legal Help 

fee is claimable in addition to the Family Help (Lower) fee.  Where remuneration is 

claimable separately, the work done constitutes a single Matter Start and must be 

reported as such. However, note the provisions in Paragraphs 7.67 to 7.71 with regard 

to Help with Family Mediation. 

 

7.11 Where the Remuneration Regulations sets out more than one Standard Fee for a 

particular Form of Civil Legal Services only one Standard Fee may be claimed per case 

for that Form of Civil Legal Services, unless otherwise specifically permitted under a 

Graduated Fee Scheme. The Specification will determine which is the appropriate fee to 

claim. 

 

7.12 Where you are providing a particular Form of Civil Legal Services you may not go on to 

make a determination that a Client qualifies for a further Form of Civil Legal Services 
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unless all work which could be carried out under the existing Form of Civil Legal Services 

has been completed. For example, if you are providing Family Help (Lower) you may not 

apply for a determination in relation to Family Help (Higher) unless you have completed 

all work within the scope of Family Help (Lower) and all other relevant criteria are 

satisfied.    The level of remuneration payable for a Form of Civil Legal Services is not a 

relevant consideration in deciding whether it is appropriate to move on to the next level. 

 

7.13 Where it is appropriate to provide a particular Form of Civil Legal Services, such as Legal 

Representation, it does not follow that all lower Forms of Civil Legal Services may be 

claimed.  In particular, if at the first meeting with the Client it is appropriate to make a 

determination that a Client qualifies for Emergency Family Help (see Paragraph 7.73) or 

Emergency Representation, no fee may be claimed for providing Legal Help or Family 

Help (Lower). However, the necessary work can be claimed under the Certificate and 

may be claimed under the relevant Standard Fee scheme.   

 

7.14 If, at the first meeting with the Client, it is appropriate to make an application for Family 

Help (Higher) or Legal Representation, but you do not have a Delegated Function to 

make a determination that a Client qualifies for those Forms of Civil Legal Services, you 

may claim Legal Help to advise the Client and make the application for a determination, 

but you may not claim Family Help (Lower).  If the Client instructs you after proceedings 

have been issued, Family Help (Lower) in respect of the same Aspect is unlikely to be 

appropriate. 

 

7.15 In some cases, such as Domestic Abuse and Child Abduction proceedings, there is no 

specific Standard Fee for Family Help as it is not anticipated that it will be necessary to 

negotiate before issuing proceedings.  In such cases you may proceed from Legal Help 

straight to Legal Representation where all other relevant criteria set out in the Merits 

Regulations are satisfied.   

 

Changes of Provider 

 

7.16 Section 3 of the Specification restricts the ability of a Provider to provide Legal Help 

where the Client has received Legal Help from another Provider, except in specified 

circumstances.  This approach applies equally to Family Help.   

 

7.17 Where a Client changes Provider during the provision of Legal Help or Family Help 

(Lower) the general rule is that both the old and new Provider are separately entitled to 

payment for Contract Work done, including any Standard Fee for the Form of Civil Legal 

Services provided under this Specification.  For these Forms of Civil Legal Services, if you 

would be entitled to a Standard Fee for work done either before or after the Client 

transferred, any entitlement to escape from that Standard Fee should be determined 

solely on the basis of the work you have undertaken. 

 

7.18 Where a Client changes Provider during the provision of Family Help (Higher) or Legal 

Representation when within the scope of a Standard Fee scheme, the remuneration rules 

are set out in the relevant part of this section - see Paragraphs 7.36 to 7.37 for s31 Care 

Proceedings and Paragraphs 7.53 to 7.54 apply for payment.  This is governed by the 

provisions on Payments on Account and final payments – see Paragraphs 6.19 to 6.30 

and Paragraphs 7.25 to 7.29. 

 

Cases paid at Hourly Rates 

 

7.19 These rules do not create any entitlement to a Standard Fee (or half a Standard Fee as 

set out above) in cases where:  

 

(a) you are instructed for less than 24 hours; 
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(b) where the Client has previously instructed a different Provider in respect of the 

same work and the Certificate has not been transferred; or 

 

(c) where you act for a Client whose application to be joined in proceedings is 

refused; 

 

in all these cases you may apply for payment of any work reasonably done by way of 

Hourly Rates. 

 

Enhancement of Family Prescribed Rates 

 

7.20 The rules on enhancement of Hourly Rates in Paragraphs 6.12 to 6.17 apply to Family 

Contract Work subject to Paragraphs 7.23 to 7.24. 

 

7.21 No enhancement or potential for enhancement of Hourly Rates may be taken into 

account for the purpose of determining whether a case escapes from any Standard Fee 

or whether a half or full Standard Fee is payable on transfer of Provider (see Paragraphs 

7.44). 

 

7.22 The percentage by which Hourly Rates for Family Work may be enhanced may never 

exceed 100% in the High Court, Court of Appeal and Supreme Court and 50% in all 

other courts. 

 

Panel membership enhancement in Family cases 

 

7.23 Where the work is done by a member of a relevant panel: 

 

(a) the threshold test at Paragraph 6.13 shall be deemed to be satisfied in respect of 

that work; and 

 

(b) the minimum level of enhancement allowed in respect of that work shall be 15%. 

 

7.24 In Paragraph 7.23: 

 

“relevant panel” means:- 

 

(a) the panel of Resolution Accredited Specialists; 

 

   

(b) the Law Society’s Family Law - Advanced Accreditation Scheme; 

 

 

(c) the Law Society’s Children Law Accreditation Scheme. 

 

Payments on Account and final payments 

 

7.25 Payments on Account may be claimed for Family Contract Work in accordance with 

Paragraphs 6.19 to 6.30, subject to the following rules: 

 

(a) subject to the provisions of paragraphs 7.25(ba) and 7.25(ca), applications for 

Payments on Account may not exceed 75% of the costs incurred by you 

calculated on an Hourly Rates basis; 

 

(b) subject to the provisions of paragraphs 7.25(a), 7.25(ba) and 7.25(ca), where an 

application relates to work within the scope of a Standard Fee the application may 

not be for more than 75% of the Standard Fee unless, at the time the application 

for Payment on Account is made, you have already incurred sufficient costs to 

escape that fee (if permitted under the relevant scheme); 
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(ba) in relation to applications for Payment on Account of profit costs during the 

period 4 August 2020 to 31 January 2021 only the maximum applicable 

percentage of cumulative Payments on Account in paragraphs 7.25(a) and (b) is 

80% rather than 75%.; 

 

(c) subject to the provisions of paragraph 7.25(ca), as there is no “escape” 

mechanism for payments under the Family Advocacy Scheme any Payment on 

Account to you for work within that Scheme may not exceed 75% of the relevant 

Standard Fees and Bolt-on Fees due – see Paragraph 7.28 for the position of 

Counsel; 

 

(ca) during the period 4 August 2020 to 30 April 2021 only, applications for Payment 

on Account in relation to work set out at paragraph 7.25(c) may not exceed 100% 

of the relevant fee; and 

 

(d) for the avoidance of the doubt Payments on Account of disbursements may 

continue to be claimed at 100%. 

 

7.26  The above rules do not restrict applications for final assessment and payment (see 

Paragraphs 6.31 to 6.34). Subject to those provisions you may also claim payment when 

a particular Aspect of a case has concluded – Domestic Abuse, Children or Finance (see 

further Paragraphs 7.57, 7.61 and 7.81).  Payment may be claimed at 100% of all 

Standard and Graduated Fees related to that Aspect, even if the Certificate is continuing 

for other Aspects. However, when claiming a Standard Fee under this Paragraph 7.23 

you must certify that you have not previously claimed any Payment on Account for work 

within the scope of that Standard Fee.  If you are unable to do so, any Payments on 

Account made under the Certificate may be recouped from the Standard Fee claimed. 

 

7.27 Where a payment has been made under Paragraph 7.26 but further work is subsequently 

carried out on the same case (for example because a reconciliation between the parties 

has broken down), whether under the same or a new Certificate, any such payments 

made will be treated as a Payment on Account for the purposes of the final assessment 

(but this will not count towards one of the two Payment on Account applications 

permitted under Paragraph 6.21). 

 

7.28  No Payment on Account may be claimed in relation to services provided by Counsel (as 

defined at Paragraph 7.119) under the Family Advocacy Scheme (“FAS”) as set out in 

Part D of this section 7. Instead Counsel may apply, on an approved form, for payment 

under the FAS as soon as the relevant hearing or other item of work is concluded. When 

requested by Counsel you must, within 7 days of receipt of the request, provide Counsel 

with such information as may reasonably be required for the purposes of making a claim 

under the FAS (or challenging any reduction in fees payable under the FAS).   

 

7.29 All payments under the FAS count towards any relevant Costs Limit on a Certificate (see 

Paragraph 6.65). Payments to you under the Certificate therefore may not exceed the 

Costs Limit less all payments to Counsel under the FAS. When applying for a final 

payment, including final payment for an Aspect under Paragraph 7.26, you must include 

details of all relevant Claims made under the FAS, whether made by you or by any 

Counsel instructed in the case. 
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PART B – PUBLIC LAW FEE SCHEMES 

 

Scope of Public Law Work 

 

7.30 For the purposes of remuneration, “Public Law Work” covers all work which either:- 

 

(a) falls within Regulations 65 and 66 of the Merits Regulations (Special Children Act 

Proceedings, and Public Law Children cases); or 

 

(b) relates to a Family Dispute which, if it proceeded to Legal Representation, would 

fall within any of those sections of the Merits Regulations. 

 

“Family Dispute” has the meaning given in regulation 2 of the Procedure Regulations and 

regulation 2 of the Merits Regulations. 

 

7.31 Public Law Work is subject to the remuneration regime set out in the Remuneration 

Regulations. 

 

7.32 “Public Law Proceedings” means proceedings under Regulations 65 and 66 of the Merits 

Regulations, other than proceedings under paragraphs 17 and 18 of Part 1 of Schedule 1 

of the Act. 

 

Fee Scheme Definitions 

 

7.33 For the purposes of this part of the Specification, the following expressions have the 

following meanings: 

 

“s31 Care Proceedings” means proceedings or potential proceedings under section 31 of 

the Children Act 1989. 

 

“Other Public Law” means any Public Law Work other than s31 Care Proceedings.   

 

7.34 In the Remuneration Regulations, fees for s31 Care Proceedings vary according to the 

identity of the party represented, the court and the number of parties represented: 

 

“Child” applies where you represent the Child who is the subject of the proceedings. 

 

“Parent” applies where you represent the parent of such a Child or a person who has 

parental responsibility for such a Child. 

 

“Joined Party” applies to all other Clients in s31 Care Proceedings (but see Paragraph 

7.19 in relation to Clients who are unsuccessful in applying to join proceedings). 

 

Where you represent more than one party in the proceedings only one Standard Fee may 

be claimed by you, but this will be the higher fee marked “2” or “2+” in the 

Remuneration Regulations. In order to claim the higher fee you must have represented 

more than one party at least one court hearing during the case. 

 

 Where you act for a Client whose status changes during the period covered by a 

Standard Fee, you must claim on the basis of the higher relevant fee. For example if you 

act for a grandparent who loses parental responsibility and continues as a Joined Party, 

the Standard Fee and escape provisions applicable to acting for a Parent will apply. 

 

Payment for Family Help (Lower) 

 

7.35 A determination that a Client qualifies for Family Help (Lower) may only be made where 

all criteria at Regulation 35 of the Merits Regulations are satisfied.  In addition, in Public 
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Law Work remuneration for Family Help (Lower) may only be claimed where the 

following conditions are satisfied:- 

 

(a) the local authority has given written notice of potential s31 Care Proceedings in 

accordance with statutory guidance on court orders and pre-proceedings for local 

authorities, issued by the Department for Education or Welsh Assembly under the 

Local Authority and Social Services Act 1970 and regulations, but no proceedings 

have yet been issued (application for an Emergency Protection Order does not 

count as issue of proceedings for this purpose); 

 

(b) your Client is a Parent (as defined above) and “Parent” for this purpose shall 

include either a mother or a father of an unborn child in respect of whom 

proceedings are contemplated; 

 

(c) your Client requires advice and assistance with a view to avoiding the 

proceedings, or narrowing and resolving any issues with the local authority. 

 

Escape from the Family Help (Lower) Standard Fee 

 

7.36 In determining whether you are entitled to claim Hourly Rates for Family Help (Lower) 

rather than the Standard Fee, you must take into account the time spent both under 

Family Help (Lower) and under Legal Help in relation to the same matter.  In order to 

escape, your fees calculated on an Hourly Rate basis must be at least three times the 

aggregate of the Legal Help Standard Fee and the Family Help (Lower) Standard Fee.  If 

you are entitled to escape, Hourly Rates may then be claimed for both Legal Help work 

and Family Help (Lower) work. 

 

7.37 For the purposes of calculating whether a case escapes from the Standard Fee, or for 

payment where a case has escaped, the relevant Hourly Rate for all work is the rate for 

Family Help (Lower) specified in the Remuneration Regulations.  In s31 Care proceedings 

where Legal Help is provided but no Family Help (Lower), the relevant Hourly Rate is 

that for Legal Help specified in the Remuneration Regulations. 

 

Legal Representation Delegated Functions 

 

7.38 Unless otherwise notified by the Director, you have the Delegated Function in accordance 

with an Authorisation to determine applications for Legal Representation in Special 

Children Act 1989 Cases (as defined in regulation 2 of the Merits Regulations) and any 

Related Proceedings (as defined at Paragraph 7.46).  The Delegated Function must be 

exercised only when all relevant criteria are satisfied, including whether separate 

representation is justified for your Client (regulation 39 of the Merits Regulations). 

 

7.39 You may not exercise the Delegated Function if a determination has been made that your 

Client does not qualify for Legal Representation or if a determination that your Client 

does qualify for Legal Representation has been withdrawn earlier in the same 

proceedings.  

 

7.40 This Delegated Function does not replace or limit your Delegated Function to make a 

determination that a Client qualifies for Emergency Representation where the criteria and 

guidance for doing so are satisfied. 

 

7.41 As with other Delegated Functions, where you make a determination that a Client 

qualifies for Legal Representation you must notify us within five working days of the 

decision in accordance with Regulation 39 of the Procedure Regulations.  This notification 

should explain, where it is relevant, why it is appropriate for your Client to be separately 

represented. 
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Reporting obligations for Public Law cases 

 

7.42 Without prejudice to any other reporting obligations contained in this Contract and the 

Procedure Regulations, where a determination has been made that a Client qualifies for 

Legal Representation in any Public Law Proceedings, you must report to the Director 

where you become aware that your Client’s interest in the proceedings is no longer 

sufficiently distinct from that of any other party to justify separate representation.  Any 

costs which have been unnecessarily incurred may be reduced, disallowed or recouped at 

Assessment.   

 

Remuneration on transfer of Provider 

 

7.43 The following rules apply where a Certificate is transferred in s31 Care Proceedings to a 

new Provider, and the first Provider ceases to provide representation in the proceedings 

but both the first and one or more subsequent Providers carry out Contract Work which 

is within the scope of the Standard Fee: 

 

(a) each Provider should calculate their fees separately on an Hourly Rates basis – 

any Provider whose fees on that basis are equal to or greater than the Standard 

Fee is entitled to the Standard Fee; 

 

(b) any such Provider whose fees on an Hourly Rates basis are less than the Standard 

Fee is entitled to half the Standard Fee; 

 

(c) if any of the Providers concerned have represented two or more Clients at one or 

more court hearings during the case, the Standard Fee for that Provider will be 

that for representing 2+ Clients (or half of this fee as appropriate); 

 

(d) in deciding whether a case escapes the Standard Fee, each Provider is considered 

separately. Therefore, a Provider may only escape the Standard Fee if their fees 

on an Hourly Rates basis for the proportion of the case in which they acted are 

more than twice the relevant Standard Fee.  

 

7.44 The following rules apply where a Provider acts for more than one party and a Client’s 

Certificate is transferred to a new Provider during the case (typically for conflict of 

interest reasons) but the first Provider continues to represent one or more Clients: 

 

(a) the first Provider is entitled to a full Standard Fee in the normal way (see 7.34 for 

where the “2” or “2+” fee can be claimed), unless the case escapes that fee;  

 

(b) in deciding whether a case escapes from the Standard Fee, each Provider is 

considered separately.  Only their own costs are taken into account for this 

purpose; 

 

(c) any Provider who takes on a Client and who was not previously acting for any 

party in the proceedings is entitled to either a half or a full Standard Fee, applying 

the rules in Paragraph 7.43(a) and (b) above; and 

 

(d) such a Provider will escape from the Standard Fee if their own costs on an Hourly 

Rates basis are more than twice the full Standard Fee, in the normal way. 

 

Remuneration for advocacy services 

 

7.45 Standard Fees for s31 Care Proceedings cover all work in the proceedings at first 

instance except for services within the scope of the Family Advocacy Scheme set out in 

Part D of this section 7.  Preparation for advocacy is similarly outside the Standard Fee, 
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except where a solicitor (not Counsel) prepares for a hearing that does not take place 

and no fee is claimed for the hearing under the Family Advocacy Scheme.  In that 

situation, solicitor preparation for advocacy may be treated as preparation in the case 

generally and may therefore be taken into account in determining whether a case 

escapes the Standard Fee.  

  

Related Proceedings 

 

7.46 In this Specification “Related Proceedings” are proceedings which are being heard 

together with Public Law Children Cases, or in which an order is being sought as an 

alternative to an order in such proceedings.  An example is contact and residence 

proceedings which are being considered by the court, together with care proceedings.  

Proceedings can only be Related Proceedings if there are existing Public Law Proceedings 

under paragraph (1)(1) of Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Act. Proceedings will not be 

deemed to be Related Proceedings where an order is being sought which may have 

avoided the need for Public Law Proceedings to be issued in the first place.  

 

7.47 Related Proceedings count as Public Law Work for remuneration purposes.  No separate 

fee may be claimed for Related Proceedings, but any work done in Related Proceedings 

may be taken into account for the purpose of determining whether the case escapes 

from the Standard Fee.  

 

Final appeals 

 

7.48 Standard Fees for s31 Care Proceedings cover work done (other than advocacy) up to 

conclusion of the proceedings at first instance.  This includes: 

 

(a) representation on any interim appeal; 

 

(b) any advice on the merits of an appeal against the final order; and 

 

(c) an application to the court of first instance for permission to appeal. 

 

7.49 Where Legal Representation is provided to bring or defend any appeal against the final 

order, this work will be paid by Hourly Rates. 

 

Escape from the Legal Representation Standard Fee 

 

7.50 In deciding whether a case escapes from a Standard Fee, only work which is within the 

scope of the Standard Fee scheme may be taken into account.  Therefore all costs 

relating to advocacy services, disbursements and final appeals (see Paragraph 7.48 

above) should be disregarded for this purpose. 

 

7.51 Further, in determining whether a case escapes, no enhancement of Hourly Rates may 

be taken into account, whether on the basis of panel membership or otherwise.  

However, if on this basis a case does escape and becomes payable by way of Hourly 

Rates then enhancements can be claimed on Hourly Rates as allowed for in this 

Specification (see Paragraphs 7.20 to 7.22 above). 

 

7.52 Cases escape the Standard Fee regime where costs on an Hourly Rates basis exceed 

twice the Standard Fee.  For this purpose the fee is always the one which would be 

payable if the case did not escape. 

 

For example: if a case transfers from a District Judge to a High Court Judge sitting in the Family 

Court and concludes before the High Court Judge, the Higher Fee is payable and should also be 

used to calculate whether the case escapes. However in calculating the relevant Hourly Rate, 

County Court hourly rates shall be used for all work carried out in that court. 
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PART C – PRIVATE LAW FEE SCHEMES 

 

Scope of Private Law Work 

 

7.53 The remuneration rules governing “Private Law Work” apply to all work within the Family 

Category other than Public Law Work.  Fees for advocacy services in Private Law cases 

are governed by the Family Advocacy Scheme set out in Part D of this section 7.   

 

7.54 In Private Law cases which are dependent on the production of evidence of Domestic 

Abuse or of child protection concerns, Providers must satisfy themselves before 

undertaking Contract Work that the Client has the appropriate evidence as set out in 

Regulations 33 and 34 of the Procedure Regulations and that a copy of such evidence is 

retained on the file.   

 

Private Law definitions 

 

  

7.55 For the purposes of this part C of the Specification, the following expressions have the 

following meanings: 

 

“Aspect” means one of the three possible Aspects of Private Law Work, namely Domestic 

Abuse, Children and Finance.  Any Private Law Work which does not fall within Domestic 

Abuse or Children will be treated as falling within the Finance Aspect; 

 

 “Child Abduction Proceedings” means cases considered under Regulation 11(9)(c) of the 

Merits Regulations or services in relation to a Family Dispute which, if it proceeded to 

Legal Representation, would be considered under that Regulation; note that, unless 

otherwise stated, rules applying to Child Abduction Proceedings in this section apply 

whether your Client is the applicant or the respondent in the proceedings; 

  

“Divorce Only Cases” has the meaning given at Paragraph 7.56; 

 

“Domestic Abuse” or “Domestic Abuse Proceedings” means cases considered under 

Regulation 67 of the Merits Regulations or services relating to a Family Dispute which, if 

it proceeded to Legal Representation, would be considered under that section of the 

Merits Regulations.  This includes, but is not limited to, proceedings for: 

 

(i) A forced marriage protection order under the Forced Marriage (Civil Protection) 

Act 2007; and, 

 

(ii) A female genital mutilation protection order under the Female Genital Mutilation 

Act 2003;  
 

“Higher Standard Fee Scheme” means the Standard Fee Scheme applying to Private Law 

Licensed Work (Family Help (Higher) and Legal Representation) as described below from 

Paragraph 7.79 onwards;         

 

“Higher Standard Fee Excluded Proceedings” means the proceedings excluded from the 

Higher Standard Fee Scheme as listed at Paragraph 7.79; 

 

    “Private Law Children” or “Children” means cases considered under Regulation 68 of the 

Merits Regulations. Note that applications for financial provision under section 15 of and 

Schedule 1 to the Children Act 1989 fall within “Private Law Finance” below and will be 

considered under Regulation 69 of the Merits Regulations; 

 

“Private Law Finance” or “Finance” means cases considered under Regulation 69, 

Regulation 70 and Regulation 71 of the Merits Regulations or services in relation to a 

Family Dispute which if it proceeded to Legal Representation, would be considered under 
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that Regulation.  Unless otherwise provided in this Contract, Private Law Work will be 

remunerated in accordance with the remuneration rules and rates for Private Law.  

 

Legal Help Divorce Only Cases 

  

7.56 The Remuneration Regulations provides a higher Standard Fee for Legal Help for Divorce 

Only Cases.  This fee may only be claimed where: 

  

(a) your Client requires advice and assistance in order to initiate and progress 

proceedings for divorce, nullity, judicial separation or the dissolution of a civil 

partnership; and 

 

(b) those proceedings are issued; and 

 

(c) three months after proceedings are issued or when the proceedings are concluded 

(whichever is sooner) no other Form of Civil Legal Services is provided to your 

Client for any Family Dispute related to those proceedings; and 

 

(d) you are satisfied that at that time it is unlikely that the Client will require any 

further services related to those proceedings. 

 

Legal Help Escape Fee Provisions 

 

7.57 In all other cases the basic fee for Legal Help in Family Private Law in the Remuneration 

Regulation applies.  Note that for Divorce Only Cases, Domestic Abuse Proceedings and 

Child Abduction Proceedings cases can escape from the Standard Fee for Legal Help. For 

all other family matters this is not possible. 

 

Criteria for Family Help (Lower)  

 

7.58 You may only make a determination that a Client qualifies for Family Help (Lower) where 

all relevant criteria in the Merits Regulations, Financial Regulations and Procedure 

Regulations are satisfied including the criteria in Paragraph 35 of the Merits Regulations.   

In addition, the fee for Family Help (Lower) may only be claimed for those Family 

Disputes:   

 

(a) which involve more than simply taking instructions from and advising the Client, 

and providing any follow up written or telephone advice; and 

 

(b) where you are involved in substantive negotiations with a third party (either by 

conducting the negotiations yourself or by advice and assistance in support of 

mediation); and 

 

(c) where the dispute, if unresolved, would be likely to lead to family proceedings; 

and 

 

(d) which do not primarily concern processing a divorce, nullity, judicial separation or 

dissolution of a civil partnership; and 

 

(e) which do not primarily concern advice relating to child support.  

 

Cases with Finance, Children and/or Domestic Abuse issues 

7.59 A Client may be provided with a particular Form of Civil Legal Services separately for 

different Aspects of a case and may claim a separate Standard Fee for each Aspect, but 

the criteria in the Merits Regulations must be considered and satisfied for each Aspect 

separately.  For example, where a Client’s divorce raises significant Finance issues and 

also Children issues, but the Children issues would not satisfy the cost benefit criterion 
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for Family Help (Lower) then the Client may be assisted generally under Legal Help (but 

this would involve only one Matter Start and one Standard Fee – see Paragraph 7.163), 

but Family Help (Lower) should be provided for the Finance issues only.  All work carried 

out must be recorded against the Aspect to which it relates and if work relates to more 

than one Aspect, the time spent must be apportioned equally between each such Aspect.  

These principles also apply to the Higher Standard Fee Schemes – see further 

Paragraphs 7.79 to 7.82.  

 

Escape from Family Help (Lower) Standard Fees 

7.60 In determining whether you are entitled to claim Hourly Rates for Family Help (Lower) 

rather than the Standard Fee, you must take into account the time spent both under 

Family Help (Lower) and under Legal Help in relation to the same matter.  In order to 

escape, your fees calculated on an Hourly Rates basis must be at least three times the 

aggregate of the Legal Help Standard Fee and the Family Help (Lower) Standard Fee.  If 

you are entitled to escape, Hourly Rates may then be claimed for both Legal Help work 

and Family Help (Lower) work. 

 

7.61 The Hourly Rate payable under the Remuneration Regulations for Legal Help should be 

used both for determining whether a case escapes and, if a case does escape, 

determining remuneration payable. 

 

7.62 The Settlement Fee should not be taken into account in deciding whether a case escapes 

the Standard Fee but if it does so, no Settlement Fee may be claimed. 

 

7.63 If you are providing Family Help (Lower) for both Finance and Children issues, you will 

only escape from the Standard Fee if your total fees for all Aspects on an Hourly Rates 

basis are at least three times the aggregate of the Legal Help Standard Fee, the Family 

Help (Lower) Standard Fee for Children and the Family Help (Lower) Standard Fee for 

Finance.  If the case as a whole escapes the Standard Fees in this way, all the work may 

then be claimed under Hourly Rates. 

 

Court fees 

7.64 Court fees are an allowable disbursement under Family Help (Lower) only where such 

fees are incurred for the purpose of obtaining a consent order.  In all cases, court fees 

may only be incurred where they are a reasonable and proportionate step which satisfies 

the reasonable private paying individual test (regulation 7 of the Merits Regulations). 

 

Settlement Fee – Family Help (Lower) 

7.65 The Remuneration Regulations provide for a Settlement Fee which is payable for cases 

which conclude under Family Help (Lower).  A Settlement Fee is payable in addition to 

any Standard Fee payable and may be claimed separately for settling Children and 

Finance disputes. A Settlement Fee may only be claimed if the following conditions are 

satisfied: 

 

(a) that Aspect of the case (i.e. Children or Finance) has been fully concluded under 

Family Help (Lower);  

 

(b) that Aspect of the case does not proceed further to a new Form of Civil Legal 

Services within three months of the settlement in the case of Children, or six 

months of the settlement in the case of Finance, either with you or, so far as you 

are aware, another Provider; 

 

(c) there has been a genuine settlement to conclude that Aspect of the case, rather 

than, for example, a reconciliation between the parties or one party dying or 

disengaging from the case; 
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(d) in the case of financial disputes, the settlement is recorded in a formal written 

agreement or consent order; and 

 

(e) the case has not escaped from the Standard Fee. 

 

7.66 When a settlement is concluded you must wait for at least 21 days before claiming the 

Settlement Fee. If you receive a Settlement Fee but you become aware that the 

settlement breaks down within the relevant period specified in sub-Paragraph (b) above 

you must notify the Director of that fact and the Settlement Fee will be reclaimable from 

you. 

 

Help with Family Mediation 

 

7.67 You may only provide Help with Family Mediation when all the relevant criteria contained 

in the Merits Regulations are satisfied. The matter must have been assessed as suitable 

for Family Mediation by the mediator and both parties must have attended at least one 

session of mediation before you provide Help.  Regulation 38 of the Merits Regulations 

confirms that attendance at an assessment meeting only would not satisfy the criteria.  

Evidence that the Client is, or has been, participating in Family Mediation in the previous 

three months must be retained on the file.   

 

7.68 You may only claim one Help with Family Mediation Standard Fee per case, regardless of 

the number of Clients you are representing who are taking part in the Mediation process 

or the number of different issues or Aspects covered by the Mediation. 

 

7.69 If all the relevant criteria are satisfied and you are able to provide Help with Family 

Mediation you may, subject to Paragraphs 7.67 and 7.68, claim the Standard Fee for this 

service specified in the Remuneration Regulations.  Note that there is no escape 

threshold for this fee and you cannot claim for the provision of Help with Family 

Mediation by means of Hourly Rates. 

 

7.70 You may not claim any Standard Fee for Help with Family Mediation if you have provided 

Family Help or Legal Representation in relation to the same Family Dispute within the 

previous six months.  If you provide Family Help (Lower) within six months of a 

determination being made in relation to Help with Family Mediation in relation to the 

same Family Dispute, any Standard Fee (including any fee payable on preparation of a 

consent order, see below) for Help with Family Mediation will be recouped from you.  If a 

Certificate for Family Help (Higher) or Legal Representation is issued within six months 

of claiming the fee for preparing a consent order (see Paragraph 7.65) that fee will be 

recouped from you. 

 

7.71 If you are entitled to the mediation advice Standard Fee for Help with Family Mediation 

in relation to the Finance Aspect of the case (and as described in regulation 27 of the 

Merits Regulations), you may also claim the additional Mediation Consent Order 

(Finance) fee specified in the Remuneration Regulations but only if the following 

conditions are satisfied: 

 

(a) the Finance Aspect of the case has been fully concluded at Family Mediation;  

 

(b) the Finance Aspect of the case does not proceed further to a new Form of Civil 

Legal Services within six months of settlement, either with you or, so far as you 

are aware, another Provider; 

 

(c) there has been a genuine settlement to conclude that Aspect of the case, rather 

than, for example, a reconciliation between the parties or one party dying or 

disengaging from the case; and 
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(d) you have been responsible for drawing up the terms of the settlement in the form 

of a consent order which has been approved by the court.  Only one Provider may 

therefore claim the Settlement Fee in any one case. 

 

Proceeding beyond Family Help (Lower) 

7.72 Before applying for a determination in relation to Family Help (Higher) you must 

complete all work which could be carried out under Family Help (Lower).  The application 

for a determination in relation to Family Help (Higher) should be made only when it 

becomes necessary to issue proceedings other than for the purpose of a consent order or 

in the case of a Respondent such proceedings have been issued.  Once a Certificate has 

been issued covering Family Help (Higher) for an Aspect, all further reasonable work 

within the scope of the Certificate relating to that Aspect should be carried out under 

that Form of Civil Legal Services. 

 

Emergency Family Help 

7.73 In some cases the Client will need representation in the interests of justice as a matter 

of urgency before a stage has been reached in the case, such that a determination in 

relation to Emergency Representation would be appropriate.  For example, if you are first 

contacted by a Client who has an imminent hearing pending which is not the final 

hearing, the appropriate Form of Civil Legal Services would be Family Help (Higher) 

rather than Legal Representation.  If you make a determination that a Client qualifies for 

Legal Representation under a Delegated Function and the appropriate Form of Civil Legal 

Services should have been Family Help (Higher) the Certificate will be limited to Family 

Help (Higher) and no Standard Fee for Legal Representation may be claimed unless the 

Certificate is subsequently extended to that Form of Civil Legal Services. 

 

Exclusions from the Higher Standard Fee Scheme 

Proceedings excluded from the Scheme 

7.74 Family Help (Higher) and Legal Representation in the following proceedings fall outside 

the Higher Standard Fee Scheme and are remunerated at Hourly Rates: 

 

(a) Child Abduction Proceedings; 

 

(b) proceedings under the Inheritance (Provision for Family and Dependants) Act 

1975; 

 

(c) proceedings under the Trusts of Land and Appointment of Trustees Act 1996; 

 

(d) proceedings in which you provide separate representation of a Child in 

proceedings other than Specified Proceedings (as defined in section 41(6) of the 

Children Act 1989), and proceedings which are being heard together with 

Specified Proceedings; 

 

(e) applications for Forced Marriage Protection Orders under the Forced Marriage 

(Civil Protection) Act 2007; 

 

(f) defended proceedings for divorce, judicial separation, dissolution of a civil 

partnership or for the legal separation of civil partners; 

 

(g) nullity proceedings (including proceedings for annulment of a civil partnership); 

 

(h) proceedings under the inherent jurisdiction of the High Court in relation to 

children; 
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(i) applications for Parental Orders under the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 

Act 2008; 

 

(j) applications in relation to female genital mutilation protection orders under the 

Female Genital Mutilation Act 2003. 

 

7.75 A Certificate covering Child Abduction Proceedings may not cover any other Family 

proceedings. 

 

7.76 A Certificate may cover Higher Standard Fee Excluded Proceedings as well as 

proceedings which fall within the Higher Standard Fee Scheme, although this will not be 

common. Work relating to Higher Standard Fee Excluded Proceedings may only be 

claimed if those proceedings are expressly covered under the Certificate.  If that is the 

case, time spent in the Excluded Proceedings must be recorded separately and claimed 

at Hourly Rates in addition to any Standard Fees claimed under the Certificate.  

  

Services excluded from the Scheme 

7.77  For proceedings which are within the scope of the Higher Standard Fee Scheme the 

following work falls outside that Scheme and is remunerated separately as follows: 

 

(a) Family Advocacy i.e. all work within the scope of the Family Advocacy Scheme as 

set out at Part D of this Specification (but see Paragraph 7.78); 

 

(b) Very High Cost Cases – remuneration is governed by the terms of the Individual 

Case Contract; 

 

(c) final appeals i.e. any appeal against a final order – remuneration for final appeals 

is governed by Hourly Rates, but see Paragraph 7.98; 

 

(d) cases which escape the standard fee - these are paid at Hourly Rates – see 

Paragraphs 7.86 and 7.87; 

 

(e) disbursements – reasonable disbursements actually incurred may be claimed in 

addition to any Standard Fee. 

 

7.78 Note that preparation for advocacy is generally covered by the Family Advocacy Scheme, 

whether the advocacy is undertaken by a solicitor or by Counsel.  Therefore time spent 

in advocacy preparation may not be taken into account in determining whether a case 

becomes an Escape Fee Case under the Higher Standard Fee Scheme. The exception is 

where a solicitor (not Counsel) prepares for a hearing that does not take place and no 

fee is claimed for the hearing under the Family Advocacy Scheme. In that situation, 

solicitor preparation for advocacy may be treated as preparation in the case generally. 

Note also that time spent by a solicitor in instructing Counsel is not covered by the 

Family Advocacy Scheme but is within the Higher Standard Fee Scheme.  

 

Higher Standard Fee Scheme – general principles 

7.79  Separate Standard Fees are specified in the Remuneration Regulations for the three 

Aspects of a Private Law Family case: Domestic Abuse, Children and Finance.  Note that 

Finance covers all work within the scope of the Higher Standard Fee Scheme not covered 

by Domestic Abuse or Children. Any combination of fees may be claimed under a 

Certificate, provided the relevant merits criteria in the Merits Regulations are satisfied for 

each Aspect and Form of Civil Legal Services.  Where a Certificate covers more than one 

Aspect, each Aspect and Form of Civil Legal Services covered must be specified on the 

Certificate.  
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7.80  Different Forms of Civil Legal Services may be combined in a Certificate, generating the 

appropriate Standard Fee.  A Certificate may therefore cover Legal Representation for 

Domestic Abuse Proceedings and Family Help (Higher) for Children and/or Finance 

issues.  If a Certificate covers Family Help (Higher) for an Aspect of a case and this is 

extended to Legal Representation, the Standard Fees for each Form of Civil Legal 

Services may be claimed. 

 

7.81  The Standard Fee for a particular Aspect of a case may not be claimed more than once 

under a single Certificate unless this is expressly authorised under this Specification. See 

Paragraphs 7.89 to 7.91 (Domestic Abuse) and 7.93 to 7.95 (Enforcement). 

 

7.82  Representing more than one party in Private Law Family proceedings does not create any 

entitlement to an additional Standard Fee or bolt-on payment.  Where you hold more 

than one Certificate relating to the same family proceedings, remuneration will be 

determined exactly as if all work had been carried out under a single Certificate. 

 

Proceeding beyond Family Help (Higher) 

7.83  You may only apply for a determination in relation to Legal Representation for any 

Aspect of a case when all work which could be completed under Family Help (Higher) has 

been completed.  The material difference between the scope of Family Help and Legal 

Representation is that Family Help does not cover preparation for, or representation at, 

any final hearing.  Therefore you may only apply for a determination in relation to Legal 

Representation once any interim hearings have taken place and where the next step is to 

prepare for the final hearing.  For this purpose, a final hearing is any hearing which the 

court has listed for the purpose of making a final determination, either of the whole case 

or of all issues relating to an Aspect of the case (Children, Finance or Domestic Abuse). 

 

Issue and control of Certificates 

7.84  In accordance with the regulation 37 of the Procedure Regulations, multiple Certificates 

for a Client will not be permitted for Private Law proceedings (save for Child Abduction 

Proceedings which are administered separately).  Subject to Paragraph 7.19 if a second 

or subsequent Certificate is issued for Private Law Work when one is already in force, all 

work carried out shall be deemed to have been carried out under the first Certificate 

issued, which for this purpose shall be deemed to have continued until the last Certificate 

is withdrawn. 

 

7.85  A Certificate should not be withdrawn until all Aspects of the case covered by the 

Certificate have been concluded. If a Certificate covering work within the Higher 

Standard Fee Scheme is withdrawn or revoked but a further Certificate is subsequently 

issued for such work to the same Client, all such work shall be deemed to have been 

carried out under the first Certificate (hence no additional Standard Fee shall be payable) 

unless 6 months has elapsed between the withdrawal or revocation of the first Certificate 

and the issue of the second.  But see Paragraphs 7.93 to 7.95 regarding enforcement.  

 

Escape from the Higher Standard Fee Scheme 

7.86 The escape threshold is 3 for all Private Law Fee Schemes, i.e. a case will escape the 

Standard Fee and be paid entirely by Hourly Rates if remuneration for all work within the 

scope of the Standard Fee calculated on the basis of Hourly Rates would be at least three 

times the amount of the Standard Fee. 

 

7.87 Where a Certificate covers two or more Aspects of a case falling within the Higher 

Standard Fee Scheme each Aspect will be considered separately for the purpose of 

escaping from the Scheme.  For example, in a Certificate covering Children and Finance 

proceedings, you will escape the Children Standard Fee only if your time properly 

attributed to that Aspect is such that your fees calculated on an Hourly Rates basis is at 
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least three times that Standard Fee.  If you do escape the Children Standard Fee you will 

still be paid the Finance Standard Fee unless your time spent on Finance issues is 

sufficient to escape that fee.  

 

7.88  Where a Certificate covers more than one Form of Civil Legal Services i.e. Family Help 

(Higher) and Legal Representation, the escape threshold is based on the aggregate of 

the two Standard Fees payable under the Certificate. Therefore in the above example, if 

both Family Help (Higher) and Legal Representation had been provided for the Children 

Aspect, you would escape the Standard Fee for those Forms of Civil Legal Services only if 

your fees relating to the Children Aspect, calculated on an Hourly Rates basis, would be 

at least three times the combined total of the Standard Fees for both levels.  

 

Standard Fees for Domestic Abuse Proceedings 

7.89  The Standard Fee for Domestic Abuse Proceedings covers all work up to and including 

the conclusion of the final hearing which the court lists for all parties to attend to 

determine whether to grant or continue the relief sought.  Ex parte or other interim 

hearings do not generate any additional Standard Fee although advocacy at such 

hearings may be claimed under the Family Advocacy Scheme.  As usual, the full 

Standard Fee may be claimed even if the case concludes in advance of the final hearing. 

 

7.90  If an injunction is granted at the final hearing but one or more further court hearings are 

necessary to deal with breach of the injunction, by application for committal or otherwise 

(and assuming all relevant criteria and guidance are satisfied), a second Standard Fee 

for Domestic Abuse Proceedings may be claimed under the Certificate (or under a new 

Certificate if the original one has been withdrawn). 

 

7.91 The trigger for claiming this additional fee is attendance by an advocate at one or more 

enforcement/committal hearings. No more than two Standard Fees may be claimed for 

one set of Domestic Abuse Proceedings, regardless of the number of hearings.  As usual, 

where a second Standard Fee is payable, it is the aggregate of the two fees which 

determines the escape threshold. 

 

Settlement Fee – Finance cases 

 

7.92 The Remuneration Regulations provide for Settlement Fees which are payable for 

Finance cases which conclude under Family Help (Higher).  A Settlement Fee is payable 

in addition to any Standard Fee payable but may only be claimed if the following 

conditions are satisfied: 

 

(a) the Finance Aspect of the case has been fully concluded under Family Help 

(Higher); 

 

(b) the Finance Aspect of the case does not proceed further to a new Form of Civil 

Legal Services within six months of the settlement, either with you or, so far as 

you are aware, another Provider; 

 

(c) there has been a genuine settlement to conclude that Aspect of the case, rather 

than, for example, a reconciliation between the parties or one party dying or 

disengaging from the case; 

 

(d) the settlement is recorded in the form of a consent order approved by the court; 

 

(e) the Finance Aspect of the case has not escaped from the Standard Fee (however, 

the Settlement Fee will not be taken into account in any calculation of whether a 

case escapes the Standard Fee). 

 

Enforcement proceedings 
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7.93 The Higher Standard Fee Scheme for Children and Finance cases covers all work other 

than final appeals and other services excluded under Paragraph 7.74 above.   However, 

if it is necessary to return to court after a final hearing for a further hearing for 

enforcement proceedings for that Aspect, and such representation is authorised under 

the Certificate, an Additional Fee may be claimed. 

 

7.94  Where such an Additional Fee is payable, this is a sum equal to half the relevant (i.e. 

Finance or Children) Standard Fee for Legal Representation.  No more than one 

Additional Fee may ever be claimed in one set of proceedings.  However, work 

reasonably carried out in enforcement proceedings may be taken into account in 

determining whether a case is an Escape Fee Case.  As usual, if an Additional Fee is 

payable, the threshold to escape the Standard Fee should be based on three times the 

aggregate of all fees payable. Once a case has escaped the Standard Fee any further 

enforcement action will be payable under Hourly Rates, whether such work is carried out 

under one or more than one Certificate. 

 

7.95 The Additional Fee under Paragraph 7.91 above is only payable for enforcement 

proceedings.  If any other type of hearing takes place relating to an Aspect of the case 

after a final hearing has taken place for that Aspect, as defined at Paragraph 7.83, no 

further Standard Fee or Additional Fee is payable.  This may for example happen where 

the court has listed a hearing with a view to finally disposing of an Aspect, for which 

Legal Representation is provided, but a review hearing is also listed or a subsequent 

application is made which relates to that Aspect and requires a further hearing. 

 

Remuneration on transfer of Provider 

 

7.96  The following rules apply where a Certificate is transferred to a new Provider during 

Private Law proceedings, and the first Provider ceases to provide representation in the 

proceedings but both the first and one or more subsequent Providers carry out work 

which is within the scope of the Standard Fee: 

 

(a) each Provider should calculate their fees separately on an Hourly Rates basis – 

any Provider whose fees on that basis are equal to or greater than the Standard 

Fee may claim the Standard Fee; 

 

(b) any such Provider whose fees on an Hourly Rates basis are less than the Standard 

Fee may claim half the Standard Fee; 

 

(c) in deciding whether a case escapes the Standard Fee, each Provider is considered 

separately. Therefore, any Provider whose fees on an Hourly Rates basis are more 

than three times the relevant Standard Fee may claim Hourly Rates on the basis 

that that portion of the case will be classed as an Escape Fee Case.  

 

7.97  Where a Provider acts for more than one party and a Client’s Certificate is transferred to 

a new Provider during the case (typically for conflict of interest reasons) but the first 

Provider continues to represent one or more Clients, each Provider is remunerated 

separately and each will be entitled to a full Standard Fee, subject to the usual escape 

provisions.  

 

 

 

Final appeals 

7.98 The Higher Standard Fee Scheme covers all work done at first instance (other than 

services excluded under Paragraph 7.74 above) and also includes the following: 

 

(a) representation on any appeal against an interim order; 
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(b) any application to the court of first instance for permission to appeal; and 

 

(c) any advice on the merits of an appeal against the final order. 

 

7.99 In all other respects, appeals against final orders are excluded from the Scheme, 

whether the appeal lies to the Supreme Court, Court of Appeal, High Court Judge or from  

a Lay Justice  to a District Judge, Circuit Judge or High Court Judge – see   the Family 

Court (Composition and Distribution of Business) Rules, SI 2014/840. Where Legal 

Representation is provided to bring or defend any such appeal, this work falls outside the 

Standard Fee scheme and will be paid by way of Hourly Rates. 
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PART D - FAMILY ADVOCACY SCHEME 

Nature of the scheme 

7.100  The Family Advocacy Scheme (“FAS”) is a Graduated Fee Scheme.  Standard Fees may 

be claimed for individual items of work as detailed in this Specification.  Unless otherwise 

stated, there is no limit on the number of fees which can be claimed per case.  Payments 

to Counsel under the FAS are in the nature of final payments rather than Payments on 

Account (see Paragraph 7.28), but a payment under the FAS may be recouped if it 

subsequently comes to light that the payment was made outside the rules of the 

scheme. If this occurs during an assessment of your costs, you must ensure that Counsel 

is notified of any proposed recoupment and the reasons for it. Except for payments to 

Counsel, the FAS creates no new entitlement to apply for payment; this is governed by 

the rules on Payments on Account and final payments (see Paragraphs 7.26 to 7.29). 

 

7.101  Note that there is no “escape” mechanism from the Standard Fees payable under the 

FAS.  Those fees apply to all cases within the scope of the FAS, although the FAS does 

also provide for a range of Bolt-on Fees as described further in this Part. 

 

7.102  Fees payable under the FAS are payable for a specific activity, such as advocacy at a 

particular court hearing.  No additional fee or bolt-on is payable for representing more 

than one party or if the hearing covers more than one set of proceedings listed together.   

 

7.103  The FAS is separate from the Public and Private Law Fee Schemes set out in Parts B and 

C of this section.  Therefore any work which falls within the scope of the FAS may not be 

taken into account in determining whether a case escapes any Standard Fee payable 

under the Private or Public Law Fee Schemes, nor may any work within the scope of the 

FAS be claimed at Hourly Rates. 

 

Scope of the Scheme 

7.104 The Family Advocacy Scheme applies to the following work in the Family Category 

(referred to below as “Advocacy Services”), subject to the exclusions and detailed 

provisions below: 

 

(a) advocacy at court hearings; 

 

(b) advocates’ meetings (Public Law only); 

 

(c) conferences (Counsel only); 

 

(d) Counsel’s opinions (Counsel only). 

 

7.105  Preparation, attendances, travelling and waiting time related to any of the above 

activities is also within the scope of the FAS, although no separate fee is claimable for 

such time unless specifically authorised below. 

 

7.106  Only one Standard Fee may be claimed per activity under the FAS.  In relation to 

advocacy, only one legal representative (solicitor or Counsel) may claim for advocacy at 

a particular hearing (unless this is otherwise authorised under an Individual Case 

Contract).  Attendance at court with the advocate or attendance at a conference with 

Counsel is therefore outside the scope of the FAS (but may be within the Public or 

Private Law Fee Schemes).  

 

Exclusions from the FAS 

 

Proceedings excluded from the FAS 

7.107 Advocacy Services in the following proceedings fall outside the FAS: 
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(a) Child Abduction Proceedings; 

 

(b) proceedings under the Inheritance (Provision for Family and Dependants) Act 

1975; 

 

(c) proceedings under the Trusts of Land and Appointment of Trustees Act 1996; 

 

(d) proceedings in which you provide separate representation of a Child in 

proceedings other than Specified Proceedings (as defined in section 41(6) of the 

Children Act 1989) and proceedings which are being heard together with Specified 

Proceedings; 

 

(e) applications for Forced Marriage Protection Orders under the Forced Marriage 

(Civil Protection) Act 2007; 

 

(f) defended proceedings for divorce, judicial separation, dissolution of a civil 

partnership or for the legal separation of civil partners; 

 

(g) nullity proceedings (including proceedings for annulment of a civil partnership); 

 

(h) proceedings under the inherent jurisdiction of the High Court in relation to the 

children; 

 

(i) applications for Parental Orders under the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 

Act 2008; 

 

(j) applications in relation to female genital mutilation protection orders under the 

Female Genital Mutilation Act 2003. 

 

Other Advocacy Services excluded from the FAS 

7.108 Advocacy Services are also excluded from the FAS where they are provided: 

 

(a) under an Individual Case Contract for a Very High Cost Case; 

 

(b) by Queen’s Counsel acting as such under a prior authority (see Paragraph 7.112); 

 

(c) in relation to any appeal against a final order (see Paragraph 7.109); 

 

(d) before the Court of Appeal or Supreme Court. 

 

7.109 The exclusion for appeals against any final order applies to all levels of Judge including 

such an appeal from Lay Justice  to a Circuit or High Court Judge.  Appeals against any 

interim order, for example an interim care order, are within the scope of the FAS unless 

they have reached the Court of Appeal or Supreme Court. 

 

 

7.110 An application to a court of first instance for permission to appeal is within the scope of 

the FAS but will be treated as part of the provision of advocacy at the hearing before 

that court. Counsel’s written advice on whether to bring an appeal may be claimed under 

the FAS subject to the rules on Counsel’s opinions set out at Paragraphs 7.137 to 7.138.  

 

 

 

 

Remuneration for excluded Advocacy Services 
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7.111 Advocacy Services under an Individual Case Contract are remunerated in accordance 

with that contract.  For the avoidance of doubt, it is open to such a contract to provide 

for payments in accordance with the FAS. 

 

7.112 Advocacy Services provided by Queen’s Counsel acting as such and having been 

instructed under a prior authority obtained under Paragraphs 5.11 to 5.12 will be 

remunerated in accordance with that prior authority subject to any relevant guidance. 

 

7.113 Otherwise, where you provide Advocacy Services in proceedings or circumstances 

excluded from the FAS under Paragraphs 7.109 or 7.110 you should claim for such work 

under the relevant Hourly Rates set out in the Remuneration Regulations.  Where such 

Advocacy Services are provided by Counsel, they are subject to reasonable remuneration 

as determined on cost assessment under this Specification.  Any such assessment of the 

reasonableness of Counsel’s fees may however take into account the rates which would 

be payable under this Specification if the services had been provided by a solicitor, and 

the rates which would have been paid under the Community Legal Service (Funding) 

(Counsel in Family Proceedings) (Remuneration) Order 2001. 

 

7.114 Where a single hearing or activity involves significant work both within and excluded 

from the FAS the whole hearing or activity will be treated as excluded from the FAS for 

remuneration purposes.  

 

7.115 Where Advocacy Services are excluded from the FAS and are claimed at Hourly Rates 

under Paragraph 7.103, the preparation rate contained in the Remuneration Regulations 

should be used for preparation for advocacy (where this is claimable – but see the rules 

on cancelled hearings at Paragraph 7.134).    

 
Solicitor and Counsel 

7.116 Under the FAS, the majority of fees for Advocacy Services are payable regardless of who 

undertakes the advocacy. However certain fees apply to “Counsel only”.   

 

7.117  For the purposes of this section only, “Counsel” means either: 

 

(a) a barrister in independent private practice; or 

 

(b) a solicitor or Fellow of the Institute of Legal Executives who works on a self-

employed and independent (i.e. non-partnership) basis and does not hold a 

Contract with us.  

 

7.118  Solicitor advocates (including solicitors with higher rights of audience) who work for or as 

part of a partnership or barristers who are employed or who work in partnership with any 

other legal representatives do not count as Counsel under this section.  If you instruct a 

solicitor or other advocate from another firm to carry out contract work they will do so as 

your Agent.  In that situation you are responsible for agreeing and paying the fees of the 

Agent but you may claim under the FAS as if you had directly provided the services. 

 

7.119  Nothing in this Specification prevents you from instructing Counsel to undertake contract 

work when you consider it appropriate and in the interests of the Client to do so.  No 

prior authority is required to do so.  However when you instruct Counsel to undertake 

work within the scope of the FAS Counsel will be paid directly the sums due under this 

Specification.  You may not instruct Counsel to carry out work within the scope of the 

FAS at an amount less than is due under the scheme, nor on the basis of claiming or 

reclaiming from Counsel any part of the fees due.  You may instruct Counsel to carry out 

work which is outside the scope of the FAS, for example to help in drafting documents or 

in attending a settlement meeting.  However, you would be responsible for agreeing and 

paying any such additional fees and you may not pass such fees on to the Client or treat 

them as a disbursement. 
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Categories of case 

7.120  The FAS provides Graduated Fees for five different categories of case as set out in the 

Remuneration Regulations.  These categories are: 

 

 Public Law  s31 Care Proceedings 

    Other Public Law 

 

 Private Law  Domestic Abuse Proceedings 

    Children 

    Finance 

 

7.121 The definitions of these categories for the purposes of the FAS are the same as for the 

Public and Private Law Fee Schemes set out in Parts B and C of this section respectively.  

For definitions of Public Law categories see Paragraphs 7.33 to 7.34.  For definitions of 

Private Law categories see Paragraphs 7.53 to 7.54. 

 

7.122 Note that any proceedings in the Family Category which do not fall within the definition 

of Public Law will be treated as Private Law.  Any Private Law proceedings which do not 

fall within the definitions of Domestic Abuse Proceedings or Private Law Children will be 

treated as Private Law Finance. 

 

7.123  Private Law Related Proceedings (as defined at Paragraph 7.46 above) are treated as 

Public Law Work but do not create any entitlement to a separate Standard Fee under the 

FAS, even if the Related Proceedings are heard or determined consecutively to the Public 

Law work or there is evidence or submissions which are relevant only to the Related 

Proceedings.   All work in the Public Law and Related Proceedings will be remunerated on 

the basis that it is a single set of proceedings leading to a single final hearing (whether 

heard continuously or adjourned). 

 

Standard Fees for hearings 

One fee per hearing 

7.124  Standard Fees under the FAS for the provision of advocacy at court hearings are set out 

in the Remuneration Regulations.   These are calculated differently according to whether 

a hearing is an Interim Hearing or a Final Hearing as defined below. Fees also vary 

according to the category of case as described above. 

 

7.125 Only one Standard Fee may be claimed per hearing, although Bolt-on Fees may be 

claimed as described at Paragraphs 7.142 to 7.146.  If different matters concerning your 

Client are dealt with together by the court, whether listed together or listed 

consecutively, they should be treated as one hearing for the purposes of the FAS. 

 

7.126 If a hearing acts as a Final Hearing for certain Aspects of a case and as an Interim 

Hearing for others (applying the definitions at Paragraphs 7.127 to 7.133), the hearing 

must be claimed as Final Hearing under the FAS.  Otherwise if a single hearing covers 

significant work in two or more categories of case (as defined at Paragraphs 7.127 to 

7.130 above), you may choose which category to claim the hearing under. 
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Interim and Final Hearings 

 

7.127  A Final Hearing is any hearing which the court has listed for the purpose of making a 

final determination, either of the whole case or of all issues relating to an Aspect of the 

case (Domestic Abuse, Children or Finance).  Subject to Paragraph 7.130, there can only 

be one Final Hearing per Aspect and a hearing listed only to determine particular facts or 

issues is not a Final Hearing.  A hearing listed with a view to the issues being dealt with 

under a consent order, or which is otherwise not expected to be effective or contested, is 

not a Final Hearing.  Any hearing which is not a Final Hearing is an Interim Hearing. 

 

7.128 The following hearings are also deemed to be Final Hearings for the purposes of the FAS 

only: 

 

(a) In public law proceedings, if a case is concluded at an Issues Resolution Hearing 

and therefore does not proceed further, the Issues Resolution Hearing will be 

treated as a Final Hearing; 

 

(b) Subject to Paragraph 7.129, in Private Law Children proceedings, a hearing 

listed for the purpose of findings of fact pursuant to the ‘Practice Direction: 

Residence and Contact Orders: Domestic Violence and Harm’ issued by the 

President of the Family Division on 14 January 2009. 

 

7.129  If a Final Hearing is listed for a split hearing in a Public Law matter with certain issues 

being heard and/or determined in advance of other issues, this must be claimed as a 

Final Hearing, rather than as an Interim Hearing plus a Final Hearing. 

 

7.130  It is possible for more than one Final Hearing fee to be claimed under a single Certificate.  

In particular this can occur where a Final Hearing has taken place but subsequent 

enforcement proceedings are listed at first instance.  Provided the enforcement issues 

are listed to be finally determined at the further hearing, an additional Final Hearing fee 

may be justified. 

 

Payment for Interim Hearings 

7.131  The fee payable under the FAS for an Interim Hearing depends on its length.  For this 

purpose the length of hearing is measured from the time that the hearing is listed at 

court to start (or such earlier time as the court specifically directs the advocate to 

attend) to the time that the hearing concludes, disregarding any period in which the 

court is adjourned overnight or for a lunch break.  Time spent when a hearing or 

resumed hearing is delayed because the court is dealing with other business may 

however be taken into account.  In the case of an Interim Hearing taking place by 

telephone or video link, time only runs from the time the call is made.  If for an 

emergency hearing the court has not listed a time for the hearing or a time for the 

advocate to attend and the papers were only issued by the court on the day of the 

proposed hearing (so that the advocate must wait at court to be heard in the matter), 

the length of hearing may be measured from the time that the papers were issued. 

 

7.132 The Remuneration Regulations specify fees as Hearing Unit 1 and 2.  The fee payable for 

advocacy at an Interim Hearing is as follows: 

 

   

Length of Hearing   Fee 

 

  Up to 1 hour    Hearing Unit 1 

   

More than 1 hour but less than Hearing Unit 2 

2.5 hours     
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Over 2.5 hours   A multiple of Hearing Unit 2 based  

on the total length of the hearing in  

hours divided by 2.5 and rounded  

up. 

 

 Example: a complex Interim Hearing lasts five and a half hours in total, spread over two 

days.  As the length of hearing is more than twice the basic unit of 2.5 hours, the fee 

payable is Hearing Unit 2 times three.  Note that it is never possible to claim both 

Hearing Unit 1 and 2 for the same hearing or to claim multiples of Hearing Unit 1. 

 

Payment for Final Hearings 

7.133  The Remuneration Regulations specify a Daily Fee for Final Hearings.  This fee is payable 

for each day of the Final Hearing, regardless of the actual length of the hearing in court.  

Therefore if a hearing lasts a full day but just runs into a second day, two Final Hearing 

Daily Fees are payable. 

 

Cancelled hearings (Counsel only) 

 

7.134 Where Counsel is instructed to provide advocacy at a hearing and carries out at least 30 

minutes of preparation work for the hearing, but the hearing does not take place, 

Counsel may claim a Hearing Unit 1 payment if the cancelled hearing was an Interim 

Hearing or half of the Final Hearing fee if the cancelled hearing was a Final Hearing.  No 

Bolt-on fees may be claimed with any claim for a cancelled hearing.  

 

Advocates’ meetings (Public Law) 

7.135  A separate Standard Fee is payable for advocates (solicitor or counsel) attending an 

Advocates’ meeting (an “Advocates’ Meeting Fee”).  This applies for any Public Law 

Proceedings but only where the advocates’ meeting is directed by the court pursuant to 

the Public Law Outline (namely the Practice Direction issued by the President of the 

Family Division with effect from 6 April 2010 and any amendments thereto).    The fee 

may not be claimed for meetings of advocates which take place on any other basis. 

 

7.136  Although advocates’ meetings usually involve attendance in person, the Advocates’ 

Meeting Fee may be claimed where the meeting under the Public Law Outline takes place 

by video link or telephone. Where, in s31 Care Proceedings, the advocates concerned are 

able to discuss all relevant matters without the need for an advocates’ meeting (but the 

requirements of Paragraph 7.140 are otherwise satisfied), one half of the Standard Fee 

for an advocates’ meeting may be claimed, but without any Bolt-on Fee.  

  

Counsel’s opinions (Counsel only) 

7.137 A separate Standard Fee may be claimed where Counsel is instructed to provide an 

opinion and provides an opinion in writing (a “Counsel’s Opinion Fee”). The fee is not 

claimable for any opinion provided by an in-house advocate.  An opinion should only be 

obtained where it is a useful and proportionate step to take, applying the reasonable 

private paying individual test.  If on assessment of your costs it is held that an opinion 

was not reasonable or proportionate in the circumstances of the case, your bill may be 

reduced by any amount paid or payable to Counsel for the opinion under the FAS. 

 

7.138  No more than two Counsel’s Opinion Fees may be claimed under the FAS per case, 

unless the opinion relates to a proposed appeal against a final order.  Such an opinion 

does not count towards the maximum limit of two opinions per case.  For the purpose of 

this Paragraph 7.137, in Private Law proceedings each Aspect of the case (Children or 

Finance) counts as a separate case. However no fee for Counsel’s opinion may be 

claimed under the FAS in Domestic Abuse Proceedings. 
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Conferences (Counsel only) 

7.139  The separate Standard Fee may be claimed by Counsel for advising the Client in 

conference (a “Conference Fee”) when instructed by the solicitor.  This can include 

conferences with the Client by video link or telephone where this is appropriate in the 

circumstances.  As for opinions, the reasonable private paying individual test should be 

applied in deciding whether a conference is reasonable or proportionate and, if not, your 

bill may be reduced on assessment by any amount paid to Counsel for the conference 

under the FAS.   

 

7.140 No Conference Fee may be claimed for any conference provided on a day on which a 

Final Hearing fee is claimed.  Any discussions or negotiations taking place on any day of 

a Final Hearing will be treated as covered by the fee for advocacy at that hearing.  

Counsel may claim a Conference Fee for advising the Client in conference on the same 

day as an Interim Hearing, but only if the conference takes place outside any time period 

which is taken into account in calculating the fee for the Interim Hearing.  Therefore no 

Conference Fee may be claimed for a conference which takes place between the time 

that the hearing is listed to start and the time that the hearing actually starts.   

 

7.141  No more than two Conference Fees may be claimed per case. As for opinions, in Private 

Law proceedings the Children and Finance Aspects of a case will be considered 

separately. However no Conference Fee may be claimed under the FAS in Domestic 

Abuse Proceedings. 

 

Bolt-on Fees 

 

Entitlement to Bolt-ons 

 

7.142 Bolt-on Fees are fees which are payable under the FAS in addition to the main Standard 

Fee. No Bolt-on Fees are payable under the FAS for Counsel’s opinions.  Bolt-on Fees 

may therefore only be claimed where you are claiming a Hearing Fee (Interim or Final), 

Advocates’ Meeting Fee or Conference Fee under the FAS.  However the only Bolt-on 

potentially claimable for an advocates’ meeting or conference is the Exceptional Travel 

Fee. 

 

7.143 There are six Bolt-on Fees under the FAS.  These are expressed in the Remuneration 

Regulations either as a percentage of the basic fee or as a lump sum.  Where a Bolt-on is 

expressed as a percentage of the basic fee, this is calculated as a percentage of the basic 

fee as set out in the Remuneration Regulations, not as a percentage of the fee plus any 

other Bolt-on Fees payable. 

 

7.144 The six Bolt-on Fees are claimable only for Hearing and Advocates’ Meetings in the types 

of case specified in this table, and subject to the detailed rules for each Bolt-on set out 

at Paragraphs 7.142 to 7.158: 

 

Bolt-on Fee May be Claimed for 

Client – allegations of significant 

harm 

Public Law hearings or Private Law Children hearings 

Client – lack of understanding etc Public Law hearings 

Court bundle payment All hearings other than Domestic Abuse Proceedings 

(see Paragraphs 7.148 to 7.151) 

Early resolution fee Private Finance hearings only 

Exceptional travel fee All hearings or Advocates’ Meetings Conferences 

Expert’s cross examination Public Law hearings or Private Law Children hearings 

 

  

Client – allegations of significant harm 
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7.145 This Bolt-on Fee is claimable only where your Client is facing allegations that he or she 

has caused significant harm to a Child.  It applies only so long as those allegations 

remain a live issue in the proceedings.  For this purpose only the following conditions 

constitute significant harm: 

(a) death; 

 

(b) significant head and/or fracture injuries; 

 

(c) burns or scalds; 

 

(d) fabricated illness;  

 

(e) extensive bruising involving more than one part of the body; 

 

(f) multiple injuries of different kinds;  

 

(g) other significant ill-treatment (such as suffocation or starvation) likely to 

endanger life; 

 

(h) sexual abuse. 

 

7.146 Although this Bolt-on is available in Private Law Children Proceedings as well as in Public 

Law, in Public Law proceedings it only applies if a local authority is making or adopting 

the allegations against your Client.  Allegations made by another party to Public Law 

proceedings, and not adopted by the local authority, do not trigger the Bolt-on Fee.  

Client – lack of understanding etc 

7.147 This Bolt-on applies to hearings in Public Law proceedings where: 

(a) your Client has difficulty in giving instructions or understanding advice; 

 

(b) this is attributable to a mental disorder (as defined in section 1(2) of the Mental 

Health Act 1983) or to a significant impairment of intelligence or social 

functioning; and 

 

(c) the Client’s condition is verified by a medical report from either a psychologist or 

psychiatrist. 

 

Court bundle payments 

7.148 There are three levels of court bundle payments specified in the Remuneration 

Regulations as CBP 1, 2 and 3.  These are payable dependent on the type of hearing and 

size of the court bundle, according to the following table: 

Hearing type Court bundle size Bolt-on Fee 

Interim Over 350 and up to 700 pages CBP 1 

Over 700 pages CBP 2 

Final Over 350 and up to 700 pages CBP 1 

Over 700 and up to 1,400 pages CBP 2 

Over 1,400 pages CBP 3 
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7.149 There are restrictions on the circumstances and number of times within a set of 

proceedings that a court bundle payment may be claimed for Interim Hearings.  In Public 

Law Proceedings, court bundle payments may be claimed for no more than two Interim 

Hearings and each of these must be either a Case Management Conference, an Issues 

Resolution Hearing or otherwise a hearing which is listed for the hearing of contested 

evidence. A court bundle payment may never be claimed more than once per hearing. 

7.150 In Private Law proceedings court bundle payments may only be claimed at one Interim 

Hearing per case. For this purpose the Children and Finance Aspects of a case will be 

treated separately.  

7.151 Court bundle payments may not be claimed in Domestic Abuse Proceedings, either for 

Interim or Final Hearings.  

Early Resolution Fee 

 

7.152 This Bolt-on Fee is claimable only in Private Law Finance cases which settle at the first 

appointment or Financial Dispute Resolution (“FDR”) hearing.   It may only be claimed by 

an advocate who is entitled to the hearing fee for that hearing but only if the following 

conditions are satisfied: 

 

(a) the Finance Aspect of the case has been fully concluded at the first appointment 

or FDR hearing; 

 

(b) the advocate attending that hearing materially assisted in reaching the 

settlement; 

 

(c) the Finance Aspect of the case does not proceed further to a new Form of Civil 

Legal Services within six months of the settlement, either with you or, so far as 

you are aware, another Provider; 

 

(d) there has been a genuine settlement to conclude that Aspect of the case, rather 

than, for example, a reconciliation between the parties or one party dying or 

disengaging from the case; 

 

(e) the settlement is recorded in a form of a consent order approved by the Court, 

either at the hearing itself or subsequently. 

 

7.153 Entitlement to this Bolt-on Fee is separate to entitlement to a Settlement Fee under the 

Private Law Fee Scheme (see Paragraph 7.92).  For example, if a case is in substance 

settled between solicitors prior to the FDR Hearing and that hearing takes place only to 

secure a consent order, no Bolt-on Fee would be claimable by the advocate.  However if 

the advocate had materially assisted in the settlement negotiations or by way of legal 

advice or drafting, the Bolt-on Fee could be claimed provided the hearing took place and 

the above conditions were satisfied. 

 

Exceptional travel fee 

7.154  This Bolt-on payment is available for all hearings and is the only Bolt-on which can also 

be claimed for attendance at an Advocates’ Meeting in Public Law cases and for 

conferences (Counsel only).  However the exceptional travel fee is payable only where: 

 

(a) it was reasonable to instruct the advocate in question in all the circumstances of 

the case, taking into account whether there are any suitable potential advocates 

situated more locally to the court; and 

 

(b) the journey from the advocate’s office or chambers to the court (or location of the 

Advocates’ Meeting) exceeds 25 miles each way. 
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7.155 Where an Interim Hearing or Final Hearing lasts for more than one day, an exceptional 

travel fee is payable in respect of each day of the hearing provided that the advocate 

does not claim for accommodation costs as a disbursement in respect of the hearing. 

 

Expert’s cross examination 

7.156 This bolt-on applies only for Public Law and Private Law Children hearings where : 

(a)  an independent expert witness is required to attend court to give evidence; 

 

(b)  the evidence of that witness is intended to be the subject of substantial 

challenge in cross examination by any party to the proceedings; and 

 

(c) either the witness attends court for the purpose of giving evidence or the 

requirement for the witness to attend is cancelled less than 72 hours 

before the hearing is listed to commence. 

 

7.157 For the purposes of Paragraph 7.158 the following do not count as independent expert 

witnesses: 

(a)  an officer of Cafcass or Welsh family proceedings officer; 

 

(b)  any social worker employed by, or acting on behalf of, a local authority; 

 

(c)  an employee of any party to the proceedings. 

 

7.158 This Bolt-on is payable only in respect of the individual hearing at which the independent 

expert witness was required to attend court to give evidence, but is payable to every 

advocate appearing at that hearing. 
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PART E – OTHER PROVISIONS 

Family Service Standards 

Supervisors’ legal competence standard 

 

7.159 The Supervisor must be either: 

 

(a) a member of the Law Society’s Family Law Accreditation Scheme;  

 

(b) a member of the Law Society’s Children Law Accreditation Scheme; or 

 

(c) a Resolution Accredited Specialist or have successfully completed Part I (core 

assignment) of the Resolution Specialist Accreditation Scheme. 

 

Minimum Supervisor ratio 

 

7.160 When providing Family services you must maintain a ratio of employing at least one 

employed full time equivalent Supervisor for every four full-time equivalent Caseworkers 

at each Office from which you are delivering work in the Family Category. 

 

Child Abduction Proceedings 

 

7.161 In order to provide services for applicants in Child Abduction Proceedings, your firm must 

remain on the Referral List of Specialist Solicitors maintained by the International Child 

Abduction and Contact Unit. 

 

Referral to Local Support Services 

 

7.162 You must have appropriate arrangements in operation to enable you, in appropriate 

cases, to refer Clients to local family support services.  You should have access to  

details of such services as are locally available, including: 

 

(a) local authority family support services, 

 

(b) any providers of Family Mediation services, 

 

(c) any relevant counselling and relationship guidance services, 

 

(d) any support services for victims of domestic abuse. 

 

Family Appointment Standards 

 

7.163 When you are contacted by a Client for whom you intend to provide services under this 

Contract in the Family Category (and have sufficient Matter Starts to enable you to do 

so), you must offer a first appointment to the Client: 

 

(a) within 48 hours of the initial contact in Emergency Cases, or 

 

(b) within 10 working days of the initial contact in all other cases. 

 

7.164 For the purposes of Paragraph 7.163, Emergency Cases are those where it appears 

likely, on the basis of the information available to you, that Emergency Representation 

will be needed to protect the Client’s interests. 
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Separate Matter types 

7.165 It is in the nature of family cases for Clients to have more than one Family Dispute at 

any given time.  However, the family remuneration provisions, including Standard Fees, 

have been calculated on the basis of cases with more than one Aspect.  Therefore 

multiple cases and fees may not be claimed for a single Client, except in accordance with 

the provisions of this Specification. 

 

7.166  Except as provided below, you may not have more than one Legal Help Matter Start 

opened for a Client in the Family Category.  As with other Categories of Work, where a 

Legal Help Matter Start has been concluded in the Family Category you may not start a 

new Matter Start in the Family Category for that Client unless the conditions set out in 

the Matter Start rules at Paragraphs  3.35 to 3.38 are satisfied. 

 

7.167  An exception to the rule in the first sentence of Paragraph 7.165 is that separate Matters 

may be opened where they relate to Family Disputes which are entirely separate 

(typically because they arise out of different family relationships) and which would, if 

they resulted in proceedings, be issued and heard separately.    

 

7.168 Where Legal Help has been provided, a determination that the Client qualifies for Family 

Help (Lower) or two determinations of Family Help (Lower) in cases which have both 

Children and Finance Aspects, do not count as a new Matter Start.  A Client may never 

be in receipt of more than two determinations in relation to Family Help (Lower) at any 

time. 

 

7.169 Where Family Help (Lower) has been concluded, you may not provide Family Help 

(Lower) for the same Aspect (Children or Finance) for the same Client unless the 

conditions set out in the Matter Start rules referred to above are satisfied. 

 

Use of Counsel 

7.170 Counsel may be instructed under any Form of Civil Legal Services but if Counsel is 

instructed under Legal Help or Family Help (Lower), you are responsible for agreeing 

Counsel’s fees and paying Counsel out of the Standard Fee.  Counsel’s fees under Legal 

Help or Family Help (Lower) do not count as a disbursement unless the case escapes 

from the relevant Standard Fee and may not be taken into account in determining 

whether a case escapes from that Fee. 

 

7.171 If you instruct Counsel under Legal Help or Family Help (Lower) and the case escapes 

from the Standard Fee you may, when claiming your fees on the basis of Hourly Rates, 

claim payment of Counsel’s fees as if such fees were a disbursement incurred by you.  

However in that situation the amount claimed may not exceed the sum which would 

have been due had Counsel claimed for equivalent work under the Family Advocacy 

Scheme. 

 

7.172 In any case where you instruct Counsel and Counsel’s fees are not payable under the 

Family Advocacy Scheme, you must pay Counsel within 28 days of receipt of Counsel’s 

fee note. 

 

7.173 If Counsel is instructed under Family Help (Higher) or Legal Representation, Counsel may 

claim and be paid under the Family Advocacy Scheme. 

 

7.174 When instructing Counsel for work which is covered by the Family Advocacy Scheme you 

must provide Counsel with all information necessary to claim the appropriate payment 

due under that scheme 

Recovery of costs from another Party 
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7.175 Where you recover costs from another party to proceedings or potential proceedings, 

whether by way of court order or agreement, and those costs relate to work which falls 

within the scope of any Standard or Graduated Fee, you must choose one of the 

following options: 

 

(a) accept and retain the costs recovered from the other party but make no claim 

from the fund for any work which falls within the scope of the Standard or 

Graduated Fee (for the avoidance of doubt you may not in that situation claim 

any ‘legal aid only costs’ under Paragraph 6.50); or 

 

(b) pay all costs recovered from the other party into the fund but claim remuneration 

under this Specification in the normal way. 

 

Experts working with Children 

7.176 Where you are instructing any Approved Third Party, expert or other person who will, or 

will be likely to, work or engage direct with a Child/children in carrying out your 

instructions you must make it a term of their engagement that all those likely to work 

with or coming into direct contact with a Child/children have either been subject to 

appropriate Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) checks.  You must make it a term of 

their engagement that the Approved Third Party must provide you with evidence that 

this requirement is met upon request.  

 

Applying for a Criminal Representation Order in Family Proceedings 

7.177 If you have Schedule Authorisation for Family under this Contract, then you may also 

provide representation: 

 

(a) in enforcement proceedings in the magistrates’ court arising out of the breach of 

an order of that court in Family Proceedings where there is a risk of 

imprisonment; 

 

(b) to a Child who is the subject of proceedings for a Sexual Harm Prevention Order 

and/or to the parent of any such Child in relation to an Associated Parenting 

Order; or 

 

(c) to a parent in relation to a Parenting Order made on the conviction of a Child 

where the parent cannot reasonably be represented by the Child’s solicitor; 

 

provided that it is in the interests of justice to provide representation. 

 

7.178 Payment for representation under Paragraph 7.179 will be in accordance with the 

relevant Standard Fee scheme applicable to such cases under the 2010 Standard Crime 

Contract. 

 

7.179 Representation under this Paragraph is part of the services provided under the 2010 

Standard Crime Contract (even though provided for under this Contract) and may also 

be performed by those with such a contract. You may therefore apply for a 

Representation Order from the magistrates’ court which is dealing with the matter.   

 

Independent Social Work                                                                                  

7.180 The costs of and expenses relating to independent social work enquiries or expertise, 

whether provided by Cafcass, CAFCASS Cymru, a guardian ad litem or any other person, 

is not an allowable disbursement where such work is provided outside England and 

Wales. 
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7.181 In all other cases, if independent social work expertise is claimed as a disbursement, it 

may not be claimed at a rate in excess of such rates as the Director may from time to 

time specify on the website. Such rates will be comparable to the rates usually payable 

for such services by Cafcass or CAFCASS Cymru. 


